Parts of the Book

Parts of a Book

Books can be organized in many different ways. They might take the form of novels; they might be picture books; they might have fold-out illustrations; they might focus solely on research. For purposes of this discussion, the research or academic book is the focus. These sources typically have similar features and are arranged in a consistent manner. The book pages selected and illustrated here are from one of Google Books’ public domain publications: *Some Principles of Literary Criticism*, by C. T. Winchester.

Title Page -- The title page gives the formal title for the book, which might differ from what is actually printed on the cover of the book in some cases. In addition to the book title, the title page might also provide the author's name, the place of publication, the publisher's name, and even the date of publication. The publishing information might not always be on the title page, but it will, in these cases, be on the verso (back side) of the title page. In the case of the book being used in this illustration, the author's title is also included on the title page. The information on the title page will be used to set up a reference for the book in a bibliography. Most reference styles will require the author's name, the title of the book, the place of publication, the publisher's name, and the date of publication for a full reference. In cases where the publishing information is not included on the title page, the verso of the page will likely have that information.

(Note: The stamp that appears on this page shows that the book was scanned from the New York Public Library's collections.)
Title Page Verso -- The back side of the title page is referred to as the verso. In most cases it includes publishing information, including a publishing history if the book has been through multiple editions. The example page gives the copyright date for the book and also provides information on when it was set up for printing. Additionally, the verso for this book also gives dates when the book was reprinted.

Table of Contents -- Books will usually include a table of contents at the beginning that will detail topics covered inside the book in the order that they are printed. The contents might be briefly outlined or might be explicitly detailed. In any case, the contents listing will provide page references for where the materials are presented. The example page shows the first page of a detailed table of contents listing that not only provides the main topic for each chapter but the individual sections within the chapters.
Typical Page -- Pages in a book might vary in layout, in the inclusion of illustrations or other materials, and in the style of documentation used in the case of books that reflect research. Some books might consist mostly of text and have very few illustrations, if any, while others might be profusely illustrated or include charts, graphs, tables, and other illustrative materials. Documentation style will vary depending on the subject matter and the publisher's guidelines. Many research publications will make use of footnotes. Others might use parenthetical documentation (documentation within the text). The sample page makes use of footnotes in order to document sources that are referred to within the body of the page. Small raised numbers within the text are keyed to numbered notes that appear at the bottom, or foot, of the page. A footnote indicates the original source of quoted or paraphrased material used in the book. In the example below, two footnotes are given, one for a source entitled "Critical Essays," the other for a source entitled "History of Elizabethan Literature." Following each reference are page numbers that will direct the reader back to the pages where the material was originally found.
Appendix -- An appendix to a book will contain additional information that has been referenced in the text of the book but which doesn't need to be incorporated into the actual text of the book. This could include citations to other sources, books, articles, etc., additional textual information that can be helpful to the reader while reading the main text, or any other materials, like original documents, letters, etc., that the book's author feels help explain or illustrate the main text. In the case of the example, the Appendix includes citations to works of literature and other critical sources related to the material discussed in the book.
Index -- An index is typically a listing of topics covered inside a book. Unlike the table of contents, which is organized to reflect the order of the book's contents, an index is usually arranged alphabetically without regard to the organization of the book. Some books have multiple indexes which might include an author name index, a date index, or even an index of illustrations.
INDEX

This Index contains the names of all authors mentioned in the text, or cited in the Illustrative References of the Appendix. Bold-faced figures refer to the passages cited in the Illustrative References.

Addison, relation to his age, 3; on Spenser, 29; emotional lapses in Cato, 53; shallowness, 173; style, 197; sense, 351; unity, 332.

Akhizede, "poetic diction," 384.

Allen, J. L., lack of plot, 333.

Amiel, Journal Intime, quoted, 60.

Arnold, Matthew, on Pope, 10, 25; on poetry, 83; classic manner, 234; defines poetry, 230; relation to his age, 247; criticism on his own Empedocles, 296; quoted, 15, 70, 107, 134, 135, 205, 198; pathos, in elegiac verse, 318; in verse of doubt, 319; interpretative imagination, 327; intellectual element in, 328; dignity, 332; unity, method, 333; effects of quantity, 333.

Austen, Jane, 156; realism, 329; lifelikeness, 359.

Balzac, realism, 329.


Boswell, charm of, 300.

Brooke, S., defines literature, 83.

Browning, Mrs. E. B., Aurora Leigh, 258.

Browning, Robert, deficient in expression, 90; pathetic fallacy in Epistle of Kerkythe, Andrea del Sarto, 107, 138; motives recollected, 151; obscurity, 212; defines poetry, 230; on relation of emotion to life, 248; relation to his age, 247; double rhymes, 264; dramas, 269; quoted, 136, 137, 138, 254; painful or pathetic experiences in his verse, 318; vividness, 320; range, 333; imagination compared with Tennyson's, 384; remote or obscure fancy, 399; interpretative imagination, 327; truth in, 338; over-subtle, 329; romanticism with realism, 339; lacks sense of form, 339; and harmony, 333; metre and sentiment, 333; effects of quantity, 333.

Bunyan, F., on impressionism, 515.

Bunner, H. C., verse de société, 322.

Burke, Edmund, style, 91; quoted, 151; vividness of power, 390; associative im-